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CSS Quick Syntax ReferenceApress, 2014

	The CSS Quick Syntax Reference is a 150-page syntax reference to the Cascading Style Sheet specification and style sheet language. It presents the essentials of CSS in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy reference.


	You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated samples, drawn out history lessons or...
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Guide to Building ControlJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	To clarify the practical requirements of the Building Regs and help you meet their requirements first go, all the information contained in the building regulations 2010 and approved documents is presented here in an easy-to-understand format, clear, concise and fully illustrated.

	

	Guidance is given for domestic buildings of up...
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Microsoft Office Automation with Visual FoxProHentzenwerke Publishing, 2000
Visual FoxPro developers are used to building large, complex applications using only VFP as their programming environment. But Windows users are demanding more—integration with other applications such as the Microsoft Office suit—Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook. Visual FoxPro can be used to automate—either visually or...
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Understanding IPv6Microsoft Press, 2002
 This book is a straightforward discussion of the concepts, principles, and processes of Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) and how IPv6 is supported by the Microsoft Windows .NET Server 2003 family of operating systems. It is primarily a discussion of protocols and processes rather than a discussion of planning, configuration, deployment, and...
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The Facts on File Algebra Handbook (Science Handbook)Facts on File, 2003
The mathematics that we teach and learn today includes concepts and ideas that once were pondered only by the most brilliant men and women of ancient, and not so ancient, times. Numbers such as 1,000, for example, or two, or zero, were at one time considered very abstract ideas. There was a time when a quantity more than two or three was simply...
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Talent Is Not Enough: Business Secrets For Designers (2nd Edition)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	The best business guide for design professionals just got better! This revised and expanded second edition includes everything designers need—besides talent—to turn their artistic success into business success. You’ll find information on key issues facing designers from freelancing to managing...
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After Democracy: Imagining Our Political FutureYale University Press, 2021

	Democracy has long been considered an ideal state of governance.

	What if it’s not? Perhaps it is not the end goal but, rather, the

	transition stage to something better. We have lent our cheer and

	support and sacrificed lives for revolutions meant to place democracy

	where it does not exist. But change is gradual. Revolutions...
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Bandwidth Extension of Speech Signals (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2008


	The idea for this book was formed during the doctorate of Bernd Iser. Bernd

	Iser was working on efficient and robust bandwidth extension algorithms in

	hands-free systems for Harman/Becker Automotive Systems. It turned out

	that bandwidth extension of speech signals was a topic of appreciable interest,

	where lots of scientific...
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Verification of Business Rules ProgramsSpringer, 2013

	Rules represent a simplified means of programming, congruent with our understanding of human brain constructs. With the advent of business rules management systems, it has been possible to introduce rule-based programming to nonprogrammers, allowing them to map expert intent into code in applications such as fraud detection, financial...
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The Unofficial Guide to Managing Rental PropertyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Whether you own a single-family home, a duplex,
a triplex, or multiple units, if you rent it out, you’re a
landlord. And as a landlord, you need good information.
This book begins with the basics and takes you
through many different steps along the way. Aimed
primarily at landlords just getting into the business,...
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Engineering and High Performance PlasticsSmithers Rapra Technology, 2003
Engineering and high performance polymers cover a wide spectrum of materials that are valued, amongst other things, for their temperature resistance, strength, dimensional stability and chemical resistance in many demanding applications. This new market report from Rapra, discusses their key performance properties, the trends in material...
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Mastering Autodesk 3ds Max Design 2010Sybex, 2009
The only comprehensive tutorial/reference exclusively devoted to Autodesk's robust architectural visualization software
    3ds Max Design is a powerful real-time 3D design, modeling, and animation tool for architectural visualizations. This book covers all the software's crucial features, including how to simulate and analyze...
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